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INT. CHINESE RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Inside an empty restaurant, a group of 3 friends sit in a 
booth near the back. They’ve just finished eating, the  
remnants of chow mien and fried rice is strewn across their 
plates. 

Sitting at the table is FRANKY, 36, with hair slicked back 
and stains on his shirt. He pulls out a smoke and lights up. 

He pours hot tea for himself and for JIM, 25, glasses and 
curly hair.

A Waitress approaches, CHIN, 27, wearing an apron, drops off 
the bill with 3 fortune cookies. 

FRANKY
Ooh, good, my favorite part.

Franky grabs a fortune cookie. 

CHIN
Hey, you can’t be doing that in 
here.

FRANKY
My fortune is perfectly legal. 

Chin sits down at the table.

CHIN
Ha... ha. You’re gonna get us all 
in trouble.

Chin grabs the cigarette out of Franky’s hand. She tosses it 
into a glass of ice water. 

FRANKY
What? I thought we were closed?

Jim reaches over and grabs a fortune cookie. 

JIM
You think these fortunes mean 
anything?

CHIN
It depends. Do you believe in 
magic?

FRANKY
These fortune cookies are made in a 
factory, across the border, so 
probably not. 
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They crack open their cookies. Chewing on portions of the 
vanilla wafer while removing the small white slip of paper 
that holds their fortunes. 

FRANKY (CONT'D)
All things are difficult before 
they are easy.

JIM
The usefulness of a cup is in its 
emptiness.

Chin breaks open her cookie and pulls out the fortune. She 
looks at it for a moment then holds it up for the group to 
see.

Chin’s fortune is BLANK. 

FRANKY
It’s Blank! Wow, you have no hope. 

The group laughs at Chin’s misfortune. 

CHIN
It just means I’m special or these 
cookies are fake. 

Franky takes his fortune and discards it by throwing it down 
on his dirty plate. Jim does the same.

Chin folds her blank fortune and places it inside her pocket. 
As they get up from the table they each grab an apron and 
walk towards the kitchen. 

These 3 friends work at the Chinese Restaurant. 

EXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHT

Chin rides her Vespa scooter through traffic. 

EXT. CHIN’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Outside of Chin’s apartment is an old pickup truck with the 
hood up. A man, LARRY, 73, wearing a beer t shirt, looks at 
the truck. 
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Chin pulls her scooter into the parking space next to Larry.

CHIN
Hey Larry, you’re out late. 

LARRY
This damn truck keeps breaking 
down. Not sure if I can fix it this 
time.

CHIN
Why not take it to a mechanic?

LARRY
I am a mechanic, a failed one, but 
I understand the gist. 

CHIN
Yeah, I remember you told me about

LARRY
I’m sorry, Chin, I’m just at a loss 
for words right now.

Chin attaches her helmet to the scooter. Then goes towards 
her apartment. 

CHIN
Have a good night, Larry.

INT. CHIN’S HOME - NIGHT

Chin returns home from work. She takes her work shoes off 
then reaches inside her pocket.  

She feels the blank fortune slip. 

She stares at the blank paper slip for a moment then pulls 
out a pen. 

Chin begins to write something down onto the blank slip: 

FIX THE TRUCK GIVE LARRY GOOD LUCK

She lights a candle and watches as the flames dance. She then 
holds the fortune slip over the flame. 

The fortune catches fire, releasing it into the atmosphere. 
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EXT. CHIN'S APARTMENT - DAY

The following day, Chin gets on her scooter dressed in work 
clothes. She looks over her shoulder.

CHIN
Hey, the truck is gone. He must 
have finally got it running.

Chin smiles then tries to start her scooter. The scooter 
starts up and runs for a few seconds. Then the scooter turns 
off. 

Chin tries to start her scooter again, this time it starts 
and stays running. She hits the kick stand and gets on the 
road. 

INT. CHINESE RESTAURANT - DAY

The restaurant is busy during the afternoon lunch rush.  Chin 
is working the front of the restaurant. She greets and seats 
guests as they come in.  

In the back kitchen is Franky and Jim. They are both chefs. 

Also in the back is LEE, 70, wearing a Vietnam veteran hat 
and working as a food preparer. 

Chin is putting menus back under the counter when a customer 
approaches her.

CUSTOMER
Excuse me, how long do you think it 
will be? We’ve been waiting for a 
while on our food.

CHIN
I’m terribly sorry, let me find 
out.

Chin heads into the back kitchen. She sees the food orders 
have backed up causing a delay. 

CHIN (CONT'D)
Where are we at on the line?

FRANKY
Number 33. Want to help Lee chop 
over there?

Chin goes around the counter to help Lee. 
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CHIN
Busy day today right?

LEE
It definitely feels that way. When 
you reach my age it always feels 
that way.

Chin notices Lee’s hands are shaking as he cuts vegetables. 
Lee struggle to cut a carrot then stops. Lee sets the knife 
down and stretches out his hands.

LEE (CONT'D)
Been chopping for 50 years now. 
This arthritis has really built up 
lately. 

CHIN
It’s ok Lee.

LEE
I’m sorry... I just need to work 
through the pain for a bit.

CHIN
It’s ok Lee. You should take a 
break. I can prep these orders, 
it’s no problem. 

LEE
Thank you. I’m going to soak my 
hands in warm salt water.

Chin looked at Lee’s hands, they looked mangled like an eagle 
claw. 

Chin quickly chops the vegetables. The tickets slowly 
disappear from the stack as each order is filled.

FRANKY
And that concludes the lunch rush, 
ladies and gentlemen. Thanks for 
helping with prep.

CHIN
It’s what I do best, help. 

FRANKY
Well I think we’re going to need a 
lot of it. I’m not sure how much 
longer we can keep Lee here. We 
like working with Lee, but he has 
these days where he can barely chop 
and it’s ramping up.
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CHIN
Have you seen his hands?

JIM
They’re in bad shape. 

CHIN
What can we do?

JIM
Sadly, very little. Life isn’t 
always they way we want it to be. 

Just then another customer walks into the restaurant. Chin 
goes to the front of the business to seat them. 

She returns to the hosts desk and notices Lee sitting in a 
booth alone, soaking his old broken hands.

Chin looks up at the clock. It’s 5pm and her shift has ended. 
She grabs some food to-go from the kitchen. On top of her 
order is a fortune cookie.

INT. CHIN’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Chin sits in front of the tv eating her dinner. The room is 
lit by candle light. She breaks open the fortune cookie. She 
pulls the white slip of paper out of the cookie.

The fortune is BLANK. 

She sets the blank fortune down on the table. She grabs a pen 
and begins to write:

Take away the pain - Lee will work again.

She holds the fortune slip over a candle flame but then pulls 
it away.

CHIN
This is dumb. Why do I think this 
works?

Chin crinkles the fortune in her hands. She walks over to the 
trash can and opens the lid. She pauses for a second with the 
fortune hanging over the trash.

She puts the lid back on the trash can. She still has the 
fortune slip. 
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She goes back to the candle. She straightens the fortune slip 
then holds it to the flame. 

The fortune slip catches fire, releasing the fortune into the 
atmosphere.

EXT. CHIN'S APARTMENT - DAY

The next morning, Chin exits her house to go to work. Parked 
next to her scooter is Larry’s old pickup truck. 

Chin sits on her scooter when she notices Larry, shinning the 
tires on his pickup. 

CHIN
Hey Larry, did you get her fixed?

LARRY
I sure as hell did, I think it’s 
this new oil I’m using. Hasn’t run 
this good in a while, I can tell 
ya. 

CHIN
That’s great, I was worried about 
you. 

LARRY
Ah, Thanks. No, I’m happy as ever 
right now.

CHIN
Ok Larry, I’m off, have a good day.

Chin pushes the start button on her scooter but nothing 
happens. She hits the kickstarter with her foot but the 
scooter will not start. 

CHIN (CONT'D)
Hey, Larry, you got any jumper 
cables?

Larry looks over in his truck bed.

LARRY
No, sorry.

CHIN
Dang. Hey, is there anyway you 
could give me a ride to work? It’s 
on 43rd street? Like two miles. 
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LARRY
Oh... uhhh... Actually I can’t. I 
have an appointment. Uptown. With 
my doctor. I’m sorry about your 
luck. 

CHIN
Okay, no problem.

Chin gets off her scooter. She looks down at her watch.

CHIN (CONT'D)
If I leave now, I can make it there 
by foot and only be 10 minutes 
late. 

Chin begins walking to work.

Larry continues shinning his wheels. 

INT. CHINESE RESTAURANT - DAY

Chin shows up to work for her shift. The restaurant is busy. 
Chin sees the order tickets are backed up again. She walks 
back to the kitchen.

CHIN  (V.O.)
Damn. It didn’t work, poor Lee, his 
hands must be killing him.

Chin enters the kitchen. She sees Lee chopping vegetables 
like an over-clocked machine. 

Chin smiles.

CHIN
Wow look at you Lee, I’ve never 
seen you move so fast.

LEE
It’s a miracle, my hands haven’t 
felt this good since the 80s. Those 
warm salt baths, I tell you, I 
wasn’t a fan at first but wow, I’m 
doing them every day.

Lee is chopping vegetables at super human speed but the order 
tickets still back up. Chin grabs an apron and starts helping 
Franky and Lee with cooking.

CHIN
Where’s Jim? Is he sick today?
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FRANKY
No... Jim’s mother passed away 
during the night.

CHIN
Oh no, poor Jim.

Chin and Franky cook together and quickly get all of the food 
orders filled. Chin takes an egg from the boiling pot and 
drops it into a frying pan.

Just then the kitchen phone RINGS.

FRANKY
Hello? Ok.. Wha.. is he ok?

There is a moment of silence. Lee and Chin have stopped 
working and are focusing on Franky’s phone call.

Franky hangs the phone up.

FRANKY (CONT'D)
It was Jim’s sister... Jim wrecked 
his car on the way to the hospital. 
He is ok, but he doesn’t have any 
type of insurance. 

CHIN
This is bad.

FRANKY
I know, Jim’s life will be a uphill 
battle from here on out. The 
medical bills, his mother’s funeral 
costs, not to mention if the other 
guy sues. 

 

Chin looks up at the clock that reads 5pm. Her work shift is 
over. Chin washes her hands, hangs up the apron and gathers 
her things. As she is exiting she looks over to a pile of 
unopened fortune cookies. She grabs a cookie and puts it in 
her purse. 

INT. CHIN’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

Later that night Chin is sitting on her couch watching tv. 
She reaches inside her purse and pulls out the fortune 
cookie. She breaks the cookie open and pulls out the white 
slip.

The fortune is BLANK.
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She grabs a pen and begins to write:

Jim, the young man, add a million, to his hand. 

She holds the fortune over a candle flame. The fortune slip 
catches fire, releasing the fortune into the atmosphere. 

There is a slight shake in her hand as the fortune burns. She 
stretches her fingers before turning the lights off.

INT. CHINESE RESTAURANT - DAY

Chin shows up to work to see a CLOSED sign on the door. She 
uses her key and enters. 

In the back is Franky, he leans against the counter, arms 
crossed.

CHIN
What is going on? Why are we 
closed?

FRANKY
It’s Jim, he...

CHIN
Died?

AKI
No. He just quit and left town. 
Ghosted everyone, even his Mother’s 
funeral. 

There is a moment of silence.

Chin is holding her hands together. Gently messaging one hand 
then the other.

CHIN
Wow. That is odd. I hope he is 
ok... but why are we closed?

Lee, who is now dressed in a suit walks in from around the 
corner. 

LEE
I got a promotion. I’ll be the head 
manager now, and today, we will be 
deep cleaning the restaurant. 

(MORE)
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Also moving forward, 20% of the 
tips we collect will go to 
managerial expenses. Chin are you 
ok? Your hands look tense. 

Chin’s hands have a deformed look to them.

CHIN
I’m fine. Probably from all that 
chopping earlier. 

LEE
Great. For your first task, I want 
you to scrape the gum from under 
all the tables.

Lee hands Chin a metal spatula. 

Chin sits under a table scrapping gum from the tables. Her 
face in pain as she tries to hold the spatula. She stops and 
looks down at her hands. Her fingers are bent inward giving 
the appearance of an elderly person’s hands. 

Tears begin to stream down Chin’s face. Her breathing 
intensified. 

She drops the spatula.

CHIN
What is happening?

Chin looks at her deformed hands when her cell phone RINGS. 

She answers the phone.

CALLER (O.S.)
Hello? Hello? Mrs. Chin? Yes, This 
is your bank calling, please 
respond. Mrs. Chin your account was 
over drawn by 1 million dollars 
last night. We need you to come 
into the bank immediately and sort 
this out. The FBI is here now. Mrs. 
Chin? Hello? Mrs. Chin, please 
respond...

Chin hangs the phone up and walks outside. She SCREAMS into 
the parking lot swinging her arms about. She runs up to a 
garbage can and kicks it over. She clinches her fists and 
bites down on her teeth, Chin is on the verge of a breakdown.

She runs back inside the restaurant and goes straight for the 
fortune cookies. 

LEE (CONT'D)
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She grabs a cookie, takes the wrapper off then breaks it 
open. To Chin’s surprise the cookie is not blank: 

Good clothes open many doors. Go shopping.

Chin throws the fortune down and opens another, then another 
and another. Each fortune filled with a different cheesy 
saying.

LEE
Chin someone is on the phone for 
you from the FBI? Your hands look 
horrible, let me get a warm salt 
water for you. 

Chin says nothing. She grabs the large box of fortune cookies 
and runs out of the restaurant. As Chin pulls out of the 
restaurant two men in black suits pull into the restaurant. 

INT. CHIN'S APARTMENT - DAY 

Chin bursts inside her apartment and empties the box of 
cookies onto her living room floor. She rips open fortune 
cookies looking for a blank fortune. 

She begins to stomp on the cookies with her foot, POP, the 
air escapes from the package, CRUNCH the cookie is turned to 
dust from the impact. 

She looks through all of the fortunes and there are no blank 
ones. Just then a knock on the door. Chin looks through the 
peephole.

It’s the two suits from earlier. 

She crawls through a side window and hops down to the ground 
level. She heads down the alley. 

She runs into the back of a business which happens to be 
Japanese restaurant. She grabs a handful of fortune cookies 
and runs out the back before anyone notices. 

Chin with an arm load of fortune cookies runs down the alley.

The two men in black suits are near.

Chin sees a homeless man standing by a barrel that has a 
small fire in it. She kneels down and begins to rip open the 
fortune cookies.

Finally she sees it, a blank fortune slip. She rips the blank 
slip from the cookie. She pulls out her pen. 
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She looks up and sees the two FBI agents looking through a 
dumpster. 

Chin takes the fortune and runs towards the homeless men. She 
pushes the white slip of paper up against the fire barrel and 
begins to write onto the fortune slip:

Don’t take on other people’s problems.

She reaches her hand inside the fire barrel. The fortune slip 
catches fire releasing the fortune into the atmosphere. Chin 
watches as the slip slowly burns.

Chin looks back to notice the FBI agents are gone. She looks 
down at her hands which appear normal. Chin stands up and 
walks out of frame. 
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